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	How can plays and performances, past and present, inform our understanding of ageing? Drawing primarily on the Western dramatic canon, on contemporary British theater, on popular culture, and on paratheatrical practices, Staging Ageing investigates theatrical engagement with ageing from the Greek chorus to Reminiscence Theater. It also explores the relationship of the plays, performances, and practices to the material, social, and ideological conditions that produced them. A seminal work on the cultural past and present of ageing, the book will find grateful audiences not only among scholars but also among theater and health care professionals.
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XSLT Cookbook, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2005
Forget those funky robot toys that were all the rage in the '80s, XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Transformations) is the ultimate transformer.  This powerful language is expert at transforming XML documents into PDF files, HTML documents, JPEG files--virtually anything your heart desires.  As useful as XSLT is, though, most people...
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Discrete Mathematics For Computer Scientists And Mathematicians, 2Nd Ed.Prentice Hall, 1999

	Used book in excellent condition and WITHOUT any highlights & underlines. may not be Accessories included/different cover . shipping takes 4-5 business days; standard shipping takes 8-10 business days, .Prompt Customer Service! international shipping
...
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Virtual Education: Cases in Learning & Teaching TechnologiesIRM Press, 2003
Early computer researchers sought ways to use the new invention for learning
and teaching purposes. Instructional computing at that time took place on mainframes
in the form of typing and reading text, but serious efforts were made to
further utilize the computer power to serve education. Examples include the Programmed
Logic...
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The Art of Project ManagementO'Reilly, 2005
"'The Art of Project Management' covers it all--from practical  methods for making sure work gets done right and on time, to the mindset that  can make you a great leader motivating your team to do their best. Reading this  was like reading the blueprint for how the best projects are managed at  Microsoft... I wish we always...
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How to Do Everything with Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Get the most out of Windows XP using this friendly, solutions-oriented guide. See how much you can do with the world’s most popular operating system--including making movies and playing music--and learn about all its new updates such as networking for both home and office, faster boot features, better security, and improved Web browsing....
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Beginning CSS: Cascading Style Sheets for Web DesignWrox Press, 2004
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a standard for Web site presentation that allows Web developers to define styles for all the visual aspects of a Web document. This example-packed book provides you with necessary information that will enable you to combine CSS with HTML, XHTML, or XML to create rich, aesthetically powerful designs.
    You'll...
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